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Hall Research announces the 4K-Javelin™ active plenum HDMI cable with detachable HDMI/DVI connector ends. The removable ends allow the cable to be pulled through smaller conduits due to the micro HDMI sized connector. The 4K-Javelin™ cables utilize the latest in optoelectronics to extend HDMI signals 33-100 ft with zero loss. The cables are a light-weight hybrid of fiber and copper and support all PC and HDTV resolutions including 4K Ultra HD. The HDCP compliant cables also support DDC and CEC. Proprietary circuitry is conveniently incorporated inside the HDMI connectors to convert the video signals to light pulses and back. The cable provides higher immunity to EMI or RFI interference and there is less chance of video dropouts due to environmental electromagnetic noise. The cable ships with detachable HDMI connectors, but users can purchase extra DVI detachable ends allowing for DVI-to-HDMI or DVI-to-DVI configurations using the same cable. A pulling capsule with eyelet is provided in each package to aid with pulling. The capsule snaps on to the micro connector at cable’s end. The plug-n-play cable requires no external power supply. Power is drawn from the 5v signal pin of the source HDMI output. The cable draws less than 0.25w of power from the source.
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Notes to the editor:
• Link to product Webpage: http://www.hallresearch.com/page/Products/CHD-DE*
• For a High resolution, press-quality photo of the product please click the image below
• https://gallery.mailchimp.com/b2d4c0389ad6b5d9c9c875c7b/images/297f86b1-ad39-4a5e-8ad5-f4578b736178.png

About Hall Research
Hall Research designs and manufactures innovative Audio/Video switching, extension and automation products. Hall Research is headquartered in the city of Tustin, California. For additional information please visit the Hall Research website at: http://www.HallResearch.com